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ABSTRACT 

The SLAC Library has for many years provided SPIRES-HEP, a 300,000 
record bibliographic database, to the world particle physics community via 
the Internet as well as through clone sites in Europe and Japan. The 1991 
introduction of the e-print archives at LANL coupled with the World- 
Wide-Web (WWW) from CERN suddenly made it possible to provide easy 
linkage between bibliographic database records and the actual full-text of 
papers. The SLAC Library has turned this possibility -into reality by 
converting hundreds of TeX source-documents each month into viewable 
postscript complete with figures. These (now more than 20,000) postscript 
files are linked to the HEP database, and the full-text is rendered 
universally visible via WWW. We discuss the project,.the collaboration of 
physicists and librarians, what is easy, what is hard, and our vision for the 
future. 
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SLAC - HEP Information Services 
April 1995 

Today SLAC supports several databases of interest to the HEP community, including SPIRES-HEP, the 
HEPnames Email directory (24K addresses), Books, Conferences, Experiments (w/PDG), Institutions, and the 

FreeHEP software tools directory. 

The following diagram shows participation and usage for the SPIRES-HEP database only. 

SPIRES-HEP 
300,000 bibliographic records 

(1975 to present) 
w/links to >17,000 full-text papers 

(1993 to present) 
> 120,000 queries/m0 

as of h&r 1995 

-200 SLAC Users (direct) 
50 U.S.Phys.Depts. (direct) 

> 100,000 queries/month 
as of Mar 1995 

(up from 46,000 in Mar 1994) 

0 
-Sites,which run clone copies of the SLAC HEP database and provide regional HEP information. 
(SLAC provides nightly updates on the Internet. About 20,000 new records are added annually.) 

a -Sites which use SLAC HEP directly to manage their own document collections. 

0 -Sites which regularly download large portions of SLAC HEP for use in regional services. 

c -Sites which also contribute data to SLAC HEP or provide other database information, 

I -Internet user communities. 

q -Login user communities. 
I I 



PREPRINTS, E-PRINTS, AND SPIRES-HEP 
Preprints (including electronic preprints), conference papers, technical reports, theses, and never- 
preprinted journal articles are all entered in the HEP database. Currently about 20,000 new records 
are added annually by the SLAC Library (60%), the DESY Library (30%), and a variety of other 
sites. (Like many other aspects of particle physics, SPIRES-HEP is a collaboration.) 

The SPIRES-HEP database is tailored to the particle physics community needs thru the inclusion 
of the usual bibliographic information and some less usual inforrnation special to particle physics. 
For example: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

All authors are included (with their associated institutions). Since experimental particle 
physicists tend to work in very large groups on very large and expensive equipment, almost 
200 important papers in 1994 had more than 100 authors. The record is 850. 

Since authors are almost always listed in alphabetical order, it is extremely important that all 
authors be searchable (especially to those whose names begin with letters after A, such as 
Nobelists Rubbia and Richter). 

The names of ‘collaborations’ are included. Often a group of experimentalists will go by a 
name based on their experiment such as the SLD Collaboration at SLAC or the CDF and DO 
Collaborations at Fermilab which just announced the discovery of the ‘top quark.’ 

The names of the experiments are included so that all the papers f?om a particular experiment 
can be identified. 

All the references to published journal articles or to numbered electronic preprints (e-prints) are 
included to form a ‘citation index’. For instance if I cited a paper in the Physical Review, 
volume D35, page 1001 it would be entered as PHRVA,D35,1001 and later searchers would 
be able to find all papers which cite PHRVA,D35,1001 including mine. 

Extensive subject index terms are added by physicists at DESY to make very specialized topic 
searching possible. 

A code is added to every conference paper making it possible easily to find many of the papers 
for a particular particle physics conference long before the proceedings is published. 

If the preprint originated as an electronic preprint, as a majority now do, the e-print number is 
included and indexed. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF RAPID COMMUNICATION 
Because experiments are very expensive and have a very long lead time, particle physicists have 
for many years used preprints, the prepublication versions of both theoretical and experimental 
research results Journal publication has been very important as a stamp of approval but too slow tc 
meet the day to day information requirements of this community. SPIRES-HEP, in fact, got its 
start from the need for a rapidly updated database which included preprints. 

To this day, preprints and their kin are added immediately to the HEP database, mostly within 24 
hours of arrival and there are no backlogs. 

The other side of this is the ephemeral nature of preprints. That is, a preprint has in the past been 
only important until the day it was published in a journal. 



Between 70 and 80% of all particle physics preprints which are recorded in the SLAC-HEP 
database are eventually published. The SLAC and DESY libraries track all of the major journals in 
particle physics, annotate the records in SLAC-HEP with the publication information and in the 
past have gladly discarded the dead preprints. 

THE REVOLUTION OF 199 l/92: E-PRINT ARCHIVES and 
the WORLD-WIDE-WEB 
It had long been a source of discontent in the particle physics community that physicists in large 
laboratories had better access to the important preprint literature than those in small and/or distant 
departments in remote countries. The dream of having every paper available immediately to 
anyone who needed it had long been a subject of sometimes heated discussion but little action. 

In 1991, Paul Ginsparg, a theoretical physicist now at Los Alamos National Laboratory, decided to 
take advantage of the fact that most of the younger physicists had done their theses using Donald 
Knuth’s TeX formatting program. Using TeX, it was possible to transmit complex mathematical 
notation in a simple ASCII format across computer networks. 

He and an associate devised a simple server (using his NeXT computer) which allowed physicists 
to post TeX ‘source’ in a certain format. A list of interested physicists would be notified each 
morning by e-mail of the new postings which they could then send for, again by e-mail. After 
that, it was up to them to produce a printable version of the TeX on their own computers. The 
TeX source was stored in ascii text files on an FlP server. Each paper was assigned a serial 
number based on year and month at the moment of posting, i.e. HEP-TH 9404001 would be the 
first April Fool’s Day preprint posted to the HEP-TH server in 1994. 

The scheme caught on ali!nost immediately, soon there were more groups and more posting lists, 
hep-th, hep-ph, etc. etc. Into this rapidly evolving system came the contribution of the 
experimentalists. Tim Bemers-Lee at CERN, the European Particle Physics Laboratory in 
Switzerland (a consortium of 12 nations) introduced the World-Wide-Web as a method for large 
groups of experimentalists to stay in touch and share information. We learned of it in 1991 when a 
SLAC physicist, Paul Kunz, returned from CERN with the news that WWW might be the perfect 
solution to our problem of how to make the SLAC-HEP database more accessible over the 
Internet. The result was the first Web server in the U.S. at SLAC serving the SPIRES-HEP 
database to the Internet world. 

Since we already had to TeX all those e-prints from Ginsparg’s servers, we soon took the next 
step which was to provide postscript versions with hypertext links to the SPIRES-HEP database. 
By now, we had learned to generate HTML (the hypertext markup language) directly from 
SPIRES, our database management system and it was easy to generate WWW URL’s for the 
postscript versions. This soon became a very popular service since it meant that individual 
physicists no longer had to struggle with the vagaries of non-standard TeX. 

The introduction of physicist Tony Johnson’s MidasWWW, the first usable graphical Web 
browser (X-based) to handle compressed postscript, meant that all those Unix-based physicists out 
there could actually look up a paper in SPIRES-HEP and then see it. The playing field was 
suddenly level for particle physicists on the Internet and most of them by now had some kind of 
network access. Soon, the introduction of NCSA’s Mosaic browser speeded up the acceptance of 
Www as the network cruiser of choice. Usage statistics for SPIRES-HEP via Www began to 
soar. 

Addis- 
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CONVERTING E-PRINT TeX PAPERS TO VIEWABLE 
POSTSCRIPT 

March 1995 

Each night papers submitted to the e-print archives (act-phys, astro-ph, gr-qc, hep-ex, 
hep-lat, hep-ph, hep-th, nucl-ex, nucl-th, and quant-ph) are downloaded at SLAC and 
automatically TeXed ** to produce postscript output. Currently about 700 papers per 
month are received in this way. 

Papers that fail the automatic TeX process (about 40%) are manually processed the next 
day at either the SLAC Library or by our colleagues at the DESY Library in Hamburg and 
posted to the SLAC postscript server. 

All papers are tested for viewability on the Web and printability, 

Authors are contacted by the SLAC library staff and asked to provide figures (either as 
Postscript or by fax). Faxed figures are converted to postscript at SLAC and posted as 
separate ps.2 files.. 

Input to the SPIRES-HEP citation index is also extracted from the TeX source during the 
automatic processing and stored for use by the inputters during the cataloging process. 

Postscript documents are stored at SLAC and made available through FTP and HTTP 
0. 

Postscript documents are linked to bibliographic records in the SLAC SPIRES-HEP 
database. 

RESULT - Using SPIRES-HEP via WWW, physicists can now not only look up papers 
in a consistently structured database, but also read and/or print many of these papers from 
their desktops. 

** The automatic TeX system was developed by Paul Mende at Brown U. 

Addis - 4/95 



SOME CONSEQUENCES OF THE E-PRINT/WWW 
REVOLUTION ON DAILY OPERATIONS OF THE SLAC 
LIBRARY 

1. A steady drop in preprint circulation occurred from 1991 (first year of e-prints) until in 
1995, the library ceased shelving paper copies of e-prints. 

Mo/Yr Preprints 
Circulated 

March 1991- 783 
March 1992 438 
March 1993 356 
March 1994 190 
March 1995 73 

This results in redirection of some staff effort and less pressure on shelf space. An old 
measure of library effectiveness bits the dust! 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

New higher volume postscript printer had to be purchased. Most physicists still want it on 
paper if they’re seriously interested in a preprint. 

More public X-terminals were and are needed. Not everyone has a high quality X-terminal 
on his/her desk for viewing compressed postscript. 

It is now ‘impossible’ to lose an e-print. Users have immediate access to the papers they 
need (no recalls necessary) and the library conducts fewer raids on known packrats. 

More staff time is spent checking quality of the posted papers and troubleshooting TeX, bad 
figures, etc. and corresponding with authors. 

Input to the HEP database is somewhat eased by the automated extraction of citation lists 
from the TeX originals (or at least the citations are more accurately input). Still is not 
practical to extract bibliographic information from the e-prints due to lack of standards. 

The Library dropped paper publication of its 25 year old preprint list (PPF) and started 
distributing it via listserv and WWW. When you don’t put out paper lists, you have to 
work harder to ensure that everyone knows how to get your information and has access. 

Preprint acquisition by mail is no longer a major effort. Instead, there is considerable effort 
expended in cruising various laboratory postscript servers to obtain newly posted papers, 
enter them in the HEP database with their correct URL’s Not all papers are posted to the e- 
print archives and a growing trend seems to be for organizations to control their own 
postscript. 

The library staff works in an environment which is changing even more rapidly than usual. 
Much retraining has to take place, mostly informally. Fortunately, they’re flexible, smart 
and learning more about chaos theory every day. 
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HOPES FOR THE FUTURE 
* LINKS TO JOURNAL ARTICLES 
- VIEWABLE BY SUBSCRIE3ERS 

* FULL-TEXT STANDARDS (FIGURES) 

* AUTHORS SUPPLY VIEWABLE 
PAPERS 

. 



SPIRES-HEP 
World-Wide-Web Information Sheet 

April 1995 

1. For more information about the WWW software, including a complete list of 
browsers and how to obtain them, telnet to: 

telnet.w3.org (no password). 
You don’t need anything more than a dumb terminal for this. 

2. To link to the SLAC SPIRES home page from your WWW browser, open 
URL: 

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/FIND/spires.html 

3. For more information about the WWW SPIRES connection, e-mail to H. Galic 
(hep@slac.stanford.edu). 

4. To link to the general SLAC home page, open: 

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/FIND/slac.html 

5. To be completely successful, you’ll need a browser which can cope with 
compressed postscript (ps.Z) .The most popular such browser is NCSA’s Mosaic 
for X. It can be obtained by anonymous FTP from: 

ftp.ncsa.uiuc.edu in directory /Mosaic. 

6. Or you might want to try the new version of MidasWWW (version 2.1), the 
browser pictured in these pages, available via FTP from: 

freehep.scri.fsu.edu 
in directory /freehep/networking-email-news/midaswww 
(includes source code as well as executables for aix, sun4, hpux, osf, sgi 
and VMS.) 

MidasWWW is especially well suited for database index searching since the 
entire search statement is easily visible and the search area is always present and 
active at the bottom of the page no matter where the scroll bar has been pulled. 

Addis, SLAC 



SEARCH EXAMPLES 

The following search examples illustrate a few of the features and power of the 
WWWEPIRES-HEP combination. 

Full-text, including figures and equations, is viewable for over 17000 preprints which have 
appeared on physics e-print archives or which are stored on postscript servers at various 
laboratories. The full text files @s.Z) are linked to the SPIRES HEP database so that users 
may search by author, title, etc. and then view or print the entire preprint 

A warning: the ‘look of our WWW interface changes frequently as we try to improve the 
usability so examples may not always exactly match what you see on the screen. 

Example 1 - 

Example 2 - 

Search by author, leads to viewing a paper with color postscript figures 

A search by title and date finds the two papers announcing the discovery 
of the ‘top quark.’ We explore those papers and follow a reference to 
and article in Nuclear Physics on-line. 

Example 3 - Citation search 

EXAMPLE 1 

Using Www and SPIRES to view the full text of a scientific paper by authors Hata and 
Langacker in the SPIRES-I-EP database. 

The paper could be found in various ways such as: 

FIND AUTHOR HATA and LANGACKER 
FIND BULL hepph 9308252 
FIND a hata, n and title updated msw 

The document address is calculated from information stored in a SPIRES database called 
ABSTRACTS which is used for tracking e-print archive papers thru the TeXing and postscript 
creation process in the SLAC Library. 

A SPIRES ‘format! dynamically creates the HTML for WWW. An example is shown here. 

This example uses the MidasWWW browser running under X-windows and views a postscript 
version of the paper with color postscript figures. 
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/ie fos&xipt &awgate @stomke &wmer3ts &inuais 

~http:fAwwslac.stanford.edufFlNCYspires.html 

Stanford Public Information BEtrieval System 

Welcome to SLAC-SPIRES information Retrieval Svstem 
A variety of SLAB databases of interest to high-energy physics community is now made 
available via WWW. This project is still in the experimental phase and we do appreciate your 
feedback. If a caretaker of a particular database is not listed, please address your comments to: 
library@slac.stanford.edu 
The following SLACPs information sources are currently accessible to WWW users: , 
Books: 

SLAC Library &ok _ca_taJox. 
Preprints: r-Q& 

m.Pp~~pfint database. Contains bibliographic summaries~ore than 300,000 particle 
physics papem. Included are preprints, 
Searchable by author, title, report 
citations of your favorite author 
read abstracts of e-print archive papers. Ne 
of our (still) highly 
comments/suggestions related to the forms to: tonyjohnson@slacstanford.edu 

Recent e-Prints: 
Useful in searching for recent high-energy physics e-prints (‘bulletin-board” papers) 
not yet covered by the HEP database. Find abstracts and viewable postscript (made at 
SLAC) of articles posted &o-&J~ yeBt,e&K in the la&_sevw&ys, wee_k_befo_w &hat, 
or anyt_ime. Preferred access to older e-prints is through the HEP preprint database 
(above). ! 

Hepnames: 
World-wide err-m~ail.dir&ory.of people related to particle physics. Includes SLAC 



-mce posfs&of g!?v&we ~gJsa?m~ -@rtmrents -&vuf& 

Document: ~ttp.Il~l~evm.rl~c.rturford.cdu5080mndmcp~fonn.html 

!!w 
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The HEP Prerxint database 

The HEPpreprint database contains bibliographic summa&x of more than 
280,000 particle phyxiu papen. Induded are preprints, joumal articles, technical 
reporls, thaix, etc. 
Need help? Choose 1 below for help on my Geld. 

Collaboration: 

------ Q*% ai 

46 how oniy number of m&he8 

Y.. . . . f 

8) SOLAR MODEL UNCERTAINTIES, MSW ANALYSIS, AND FUTURE 
soLARNEuTRlNoExPERlMENTs. 
By Naoye Hate, Paul Langacker (Penn U.). UPR-O692-T, Nov 1993.46~~. 
Published in P&BevB6@632-660,1994. 
e-Print Amhive: hepphBSll214 

lkfemw 
EWWQdtt 
cu3isesaati 

go?: UPDATED MSW ANALYSIS AND THE SlXNDARD SOLAR 

2.2 

SL UNCERTAINTIES. 
3ya Hate, Paul Langacker (Penn U.). UPR-OMIl-T, Aug 1993.16~~. Update 
Ik given at International Workxhop on Supersymmetq md Unification of 

Fundamental Interactions (SUSY93), Boston, MA, 29 Mar - 1 Apr 1993. 
In *Boston 1993, Proceeding, Superrymmetry and unification of fundamental 
intumctionr, SUSY 93.662-672. and Pennsylvania Univ. Philadelphia - 
UPR-068lT (SsIM),nxAug.) 16 p. and (314708). 
e-Print Archive: hep-ph/gS08262 

10) THEORY OF THEORIES’ APPROACH TO Sl’RlNG THEORY. 
By Hiroyuki Hata (Kyoto U.). KUNS-1212, Aug 1993.19pp. 
Published in ~J?.w.D6&40794087,1~ 
e-Print Archive: hep-thtS308001 

. 
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Tltk: FIND AUTHOR HATA AND DATE AFTER 1880 (HEP-SPIRES-SLAC) 

)ocumcnt: )Ittp~/lrla*rm.slac.rtanford.cdu~ndlrplfonn?auto~Hata&UUe-&~lladon- 

Format: jW.4L 

I Show Document Source 

cb> lmz ~H~#~WSAN~YSISLW m ffusmm SaxQ IKKSL r.m2ssYAInrxs. 
cbbr> 
w N;rOm meil, -Ul ~CkOK fmM D.). @%?-0581-y. AUtJ 1993. Ii&k 4 
Df a talk given at zntmnational mrknhop ou Sqmrnyaetry and ~nific. 
sf FundamVItal zntoractions (svsu 93). Bostm. dLI, 29 l&N - 1 @pr 1993 
cbrxn *Boston 1993, hocwdi~. mqwrsyrstry and unification of 
fun&4mntal interactions, SVSY 93* 562-572. and mumsylWnis L&iv. 
Philadelphia - UPR-058ly (93/08.roc.Auq.) 15~. and (314708). 
cbrww-Print Archive: GMmp-ph/9308252Vb> 
cdl> 
cdtxddw href=hap?fia+key+Z?97020t(usinq+nuurefs~ mferencer </aa 
cdtxddxa ~brsf=hep?fin+kry+2797020+(r~opi~> Seyrmrda c/a, 
cdtxdd% href=hep?fin+key+2?9?020+(wing+abr~ Abstract-and-Rapor </a 
fro- SLIC postscript depository 
cdtxdd%ink toU hrof=htcp://ma.lanl.~/abr./hop-p4/9306252. Lor Ala 
c/a> mrver 
cdtxddw U br~f=heP?fin+k~y+2?97020+(uvi~ fa Conforonc~Info c, 
c/d1 > 
<P, 
13j 
ebb, ‘THEXXZY aP mOilISS* APmlOmX TV SImlkT TKEcXlY.~/btihr> 

"x 
Rfroyuki fbtta (Kyoto U.). KuNS-1212, Aug 1993. 19pp. 

s raPc&lished in <i Mb o. Rev. WO: 4079-4087.1994. c/i > 
*bra-Print Archfv~: J Mq4&/9308001Vb> 
ala 
cdtxdd%a href=hep?fin+key+2791102+(wing+wurefs~ Paferences c/a> 
<dtxdd+u hr~f=brp?f~o+k~y+2791102~(ILpingr*mrtoplcs~ Ko 

IF 
r& </a> 

cdtxddxu brrfchsa?fiatctPIIPVA.D50.40~9~ Citation Soarc c/a> I 
edtxddxa lu 

-- ---r ---- 
~sf=~p?fintk~y+2791102~(urri~~bn~ Abntract-and-Paper </a 
rt-dpt depopt tory 

hrof=httv://xxx. lad .aMab#Amu-th/9308OOls &or Ala I 
frcu dGIC pm----. 
cdtxdd>link toCl 

(&ta first l utho 

cbr*-Print Archlvo: <bMwp-pw93062ltQb</b, 

This ix x multipxge POttsctipt document, xekct page: 

Document: ~ttp’Illlbna&slac.stanford.cduS080/hep-pB.psZ 
I 

Once in the document you can me the Next and Previuux buttona to 
@to adjacent pagex, and the Go Back button to return to thix index. 

L 
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The Updated MSW Analyeie and 

the Standard Solar Model Uncartaintiea * 

Naoya Hata and Paul Langacka 

Depdmeot aj PApits, ZkGvami~ of Pemuglmmi~ PRihJc~Ai+ PA 19104 
(Angnat 6, lWS, UPR466IT) 

Abetract 

-m paecfw -tje@Me ctismnbx -aowments -&$wnJ& 

Document: )Ittp.IllbneM.rlac.stankrd.edu%B%hep-pB.psZ 

-&Ye pasrscr& -&vigi?re @romke ~l&Imuf’tS ~lgmwls 

Document: @pSllbnentslac.rtanford.edu5OOOhep-pBZ.psZ 

10” 
I 

r-l 
4 

lo4 I 1 I 

10” 

Including Earth Effe&, 
. 

(w/o Day-Night Data) >.. 
‘L, 

‘% \ 
10” Combined 90% C.L. \, 

--- SAGE h GAlLEX -.\ 
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- Kamiokande ‘. 
- - - Homestake \ 

10-O 
1 
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EXAMPLE 2: 
We look for the title words ‘TOP QUARK OBSERVATION’ and find the two March 1995 
papers from Fermilab announcing the important discovery of the ‘top quark.’ 

We examine the reference list for one of these papers and follow a reference to a paper 
published in Nuclear Physics which is available from the Elsevier WWW server to Nuclear 
Physics subscribers. 

E8e posfsc+7f -&at&M? -@smmi?e -DocumcnpJ &wruais 

Document: ~ttp~/slacMn.sl;lc.ttanford.edu5080/lindlsp~onn?a~or-&We-topcqu~+ob! 

II lChPngeFormPt] to + Default 0 Full 0 citstion 

II Database: EEP (SPIRES-SJAC) 
Search Command: FIND TITLE TOP QUARKOBSERVATION AND DATE 
IN 1995 
Result: 2 documents found: 

1) OBSERVATION OF THEsTOP QUARK 
YJ-CI ColhLmnt~on (6. Aback, et al.). FE RMILAB-PUB-95425: -E, Mxr 1995. 

2) OBSERVATION OF TOP QUARKPRODUCIION IN ANTI-P P 
COIJJSIONS. 
TipDF Collaboration (F. Abe, et al.). FE RMIIAB-PUB-95422-E, Mar 1995. 

e-P&t Archive: hep-exL6O3002 

LbkC!fh#QWd 
Ii%%xenm 
lxtaum 
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A 

C, 

. . 

Observation of the Top Quark 

6. Abdi,” B. Abbott,- M. Abdina,n B.S. Acbarya,* L Adam,” D.L. Adam,- 
M. Aduq” 6. NuI,~ H Nbam,” J. Alit&- G. hvaxc~,‘~ G.A. Alum, E. Amidi,* 
N. Amm,” E.W. And-am,” S.H. Axmmm,= B. A&r,- BE. Avery,- A. B&u,” 
V. bbmd,- J. Bakkmtm,” B. B&~II,~ J. Bantly,’ J.F. Butlc4t,” K. Buid,’ 

J. Ikndirhp S.B. Bed,” L Bat-- Y.A. Bcwba,’ PC. Bhrt,” V. Bhatnagar,” 
rd. Bhattad-rjee,” A. Bkhoff,’ N. Biww,= G. Bley,” S. Bk&g,= A. Bc&J&,” 

N.L Ejb,- F. Bn~du&ng,~ J. Bo&m,- C Bawd&’ A Bra&,” a B~J&,” 
* B-u,” D. Budhh,” V.S. Barto+- J.M. Butkr,” D. hey,- H. C&i&V&w,’ 

D. (3uhbaty,- S.-M. Chg,” S.V. cxlddwv,- L.-P. cw- W. w- 
. chnrlkr,- 6. chops,” B.C. Chdhy,,T J.E Cl&N” M. Chug,” D. Clam,” 

A.R clyt~,~ W.G. Cd-n,” J. Ccdw,’ W.E. Cbop~,~ c. C&ing~,- 
D. Cullm-VU,’ M. C fb,,“D. oath,’ 01 D&l,- K. De,.’ M. Danutarq” 

H. Danits,= K. J.hmia~&,~ N. D~mi-al-,~ 1). D Wlaov,” S.P. Dentuwp 
W. Dhumrurtnq” ET. Did&” M. Diesburg,” G. Diketo,- H. Dixon,” P. Drqn~,“ 

J. Drinkwd,s Y. Dnrm, - 6.8 Dugad,* 6. DarstceJN“ D. Edrnunda,” 
A.O. l?iimov,” J. EUkon,’ V.D. Ehira,“~ IL l&q&n-,- 6. lh,=’ G. Eppky,” 

P. Eemdor,” O.V. -II,- V.N. Evdokii,- 6. F&y,n T. FUhd,’ M. Fatyga,’ 
MX. htygi” J. lkatb&’ 6. Fkha,- D. Ftii’ T. &rbel,- G. Fkocdho,- 

H.E. Fii,” YIL my&,-E. Fhttum,= G.E. hdex~~ M. 5brtna,- KC. lhne,” 
P. WM&$~ 6. hddkm,n 6. hu,” AH. Gdjwv,n E. Gdh:’ C.S. Gao,“’ 
6. Gw,“’ T.L. Gdd,- EJ. Gcnik H,” K. Gaua,” C.E. Gabu,“*~ B. Gibbard,’ 

M. Ghbonuq” V. Q&a,” 6. Gknn,‘ J.F. Qia&dn,-B. Gobbi,‘M. G&c&,” 
A. Gddrhmidt,“’ B. Gaw,’ P.I. Ga~chvar,~ H. G&cm,’ L.T. GDya N. Graf,’ 
PD. Gculnk ,- D-R Green,” J. Green,” H. Grrmlec,” G. Griffin,* N. Gmm~,” 

‘. Gmibug,“' 6. Grdwndrhl,“ JA. G&h,- J.M. Guid+’ W. Gnry~.,’ S.N. Gu&icv,- 
Y.E. Gu~~~ov,” N.J. HadIcy,” H. HaggutyP S. Hagopi~u V. Ha&au,” 

K.S. Hahn,” BE. Hall,. 6. Hulrn,” R Hatdux,- JM. Haup-” D. HI&,- 
*nrr. Ir?rr~Tr 1 1. I .rn” * -un VT- I u 

- 
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Top Mass (GeV/c*) 



c 

,Rk postsm&t &m&e& -tistom&e -&.nwmen?s -Aisnuexr !!ffb 

Tltlc: Nntltlcd (http~/slaewn.slac.ttanford.eduS080mnd/) 

Document: )Ittp.Jlslrcvm.slsc.stanford.edu5O8OMnd/hcp?fln+keyt3100952+(usln~fs 

Some of the references, mostly to bulletin-boards and published journal articles, from 
the paper: Observatlm of the top quark (Only the first author is displayed, where 
known) 

PbFR-EQV&tk!& 2134 (Abachi: Sealrh For The Top Quark In PAnti-P Cohi...) 
PhYR.BQK~i%~ (Abe: Evidence For Top Quark Production In Anti-PP...) 
wYM~v,L&t.!73,235 IAbe: Evidence For Top Quark Production In Anti-PP...) 
I%y~.Lntt B32l, 254 Ilnenen: Top Quark Production Cross-Section...) 
Nucl.bat~etk 433% I85 IAbachi: The DO Detector...) 

w 
ucI.Pltya. B403,5$3. (Ciele: Higher Order Corrections To Jet Cross-Se&i...) 

CQ~~M,PI!~M&V$I&~&~&, @‘7*46& iMucherini: Herwig: A Monte Curio Event I 
Generator . ..) 

I 

3 

TlUe: FIND SPlClTE NUPHMl403833 (HEP-SPIRES-SLAC) 

Document: ~~ap~/slaMn.slac.rtonford.edu5080mndmep?Rn+spicltNUPHAB403833 I 

Database: HEP (SPIRES-SLAO 
&arch Command: FIND SPICITE NUPHA+B403,633 
Besult: 1 document found: 

~~ffJXJ&O.~DER CORRECTIONS TO JEI’ CROSS-SECFIONS IN HADRON 

By W.T. Qiele bermilab), E.WN Qlover (Durhrm U&David A. Kosower (CEIZN 
&Saclny). FERMILAB-PUB-92-230-T, (Received Jan 1993). 36pp. 
Published in Nucl.Ph,yd4oS:633-670,1~ 
e-Print Archive: hep-pNg30mS 

PQfQ’TQWQR 
KQY~QCdR 
cuatibccb 
bb$Fnc$mLTeW. 
Link to &qrAInmmrerver 

m fern Nucl. Phyr. lemr (Aceear may be nxetrictsd) 

Link to the lorrlo EEP@P~E%8I&%%MQ 



/’ 

-m f+tsc@t h&@ste ~tistmnlu -@cuments -mats HP 

Document: ~ttp~/wvnv-cdf.fnal.qov/physlcJpub95/cdf3H~topgrl.ps I 

flk &sts@t &&ate CuJromLe -@wnents --ah 

Document: ~ttp&ww-cdf.fnal.gov/physics/pub85/fdfXHl~topgrl.pr 

Reconstructed Mass (GeJf/c*) 

Fii 1: Ecunutmtcd rna~ dktniut’kn In the W + 2 4jct vropk prior to 
btq&ng (Idid). Ako ahown k the hackground dktxihdbm (bdcd), with the MC- 
mrltrti comahid to the c&d&d r&A 



EXAMPLE 3: 

‘.. 

We look for author Paul Ginsparg and use the special format to do citation searching 
on his publications. 

Fk postscrlpl @&ate @stom&e -@wnents j&un&s fw4 

The HEP Preprint database SPIRES Search Results 

The HEP pmprint database contains bibliographic aummaries of more than 
239,000 
techmc -3 

article phyria papers. Included are preprints, journal articles, 
reporte, thesis, etc. 

Need help? Choose 2 below for help on any field. 

ch Par.m&u 

----- BUOlPE:- ginsperd 7 

U‘~Q:- 1 ------ ? 

- Jufut.Gi9n:~ I 7 

0 Show only number of matchea 

4 Show all matehea using 1 Default O] format 2. 

t&&ite gustomite -@cuments 

GLAC.sAPr 1995 
The SPIRES command is: 
FIND AUTHOR gfnspsrg AND DATdER 1989 ( In HLP USING WWW 
(ChPngel to + Default 0 Fuil? Citation 

Result: 

Database: HEP (SPIRES-SLAG) 
Search Command: FIND AUTHOR GJNSPARG AND DATE AFTER 1088 
Resuitz 9 documents found: 

1) LEC’I’URES ON 2D GRAVITY AND 2D EWRINQ THEORY. 
By Paul Cinsparg (Los Alamos), Oregory Moore Wale U.). YCTP-F%?S-92, 
(Received Apr 1993). 230~~. In Kyoto U., Yukawa Inst. Library only. Lectures 
given at TAB1 summer school, Boulder CO, June ll-lS,lSS2. 
Yale Univ. New Haven - YCTP-P23-92 (92,rechpr.SS) 197 p. Los Alamoa Nat. 
Lab. - LA-UP-923479 (92,recApr.SS) 197 p. e: LANL hep-&9394011, In 
*Boulder 1992, Prwxedingx, Recent directions in particle theory* 277-469. and 
Yale Univ. New Haven - YCTP-P23-92 (92,recApr.SS) 197 p. and Los Alamos 
Nat. Lab. - LA-UP-923479 (92,mchpr.SS) 197 p. 
e-Print Archive: hop-Uu’3304011 

PQfQCQWQ@l 
KQYJVQda 
Cutii-ccbF 
&s&QQ$~~~QJ- from SLAC postscript depository 
Link to LQB&rnpuserver 

2) 2-D QRAVlTY AND RANDOM MATRICES. 
By P. Di Francesco (Saclay), P. Qinsparg (Los Alamos), J. Zinn-Justin (Saclay). 

- 
I . . 



Warning: the citation search should be used and interpreted with great care. 
At present, the source for the citation list in the HEP database is only the 
preprinta received by the SLAC Library, and not the (unpreprinted) journal 
articles. Citrtionr of a paper during the months it was circulated M a preprint 
may also be lost, becruxe only references te journal uticles and e-print papen 
are indexed. Still, the citation index in HEP (SPIRES-SIAC) ia formed from an 
impressive number of sounw. For example, in 1994, the citation lista were 
collected from 10,000 preprints. 

Database: IIEP (SPIRE843LACl 
Search Command: FIND C HEP-TH 9304011 
Result: HEP-TH 9304011 wu cited by the following~ocumentr in HEI? 

1) ALQEBRAIC - GEOMEl’R1CA.L t;t’TION OF 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL QUANTUM 
By 0. Bonelli, PA. Muehetti, M. Matone (INFN, 6adur &Padua U.). 
DFPD-96TH-OC, Feb 1996.9pp. 
e-Print Archive: hq+th/9502089 

lbmsmsm 

2) DYNAMlCiiTIUANMJLKI’ION WlTH FLUCMJATINQ 
TOPOLOGY. 
By Baa V. de Bakker (Amstardrm U.). ITFA-94-32, Nor 1994. Spp. Contributed 
to LATTICE 94: 12th Intemmtional Sympoeium on Lattice Field Theory, 
Bielefeld, Qermmy, 27 Sep - 1 Ott 1994. 
e--t Archive: hep-IaMl4llOS2 

2) TOPOLOGICAL STRINQO WlTH SCALINGVIOLATION AND TODA 

JI 
we POSfSCnpl bLn&nre gwtomke -&wments -Manuals _ - - - 

(HEP-TH 91120131 1 

Cited 4 ti1~4s in the HEP (SPIRES-GLAD) drtabue. 

5) P. Ginsparg, J. Zlnn-*Justin, LARGE ORDER BEHAVIOR OF 
NONPERTURBATIVE GRAVITY. 
Phys. Lett. B255 (1991) 189-196. 

Cited 2O-tMin the IXEP (SPIRES-f&AC) drhbue. 

6) P. GinsparQ, J. Zinn-Justin, ACTION PRINCIPLE AND LARGE 
ORDER BEHAVIOR OF NONPERTORBATIVE GRAVITY. 
In *Carqese 1990, Proceedings, Random surfaces and quantum 

9 
85-109 and Los Alan08 Net. Lab. - LA-OR-go-3687 

%:~::.Nov.) 34 p. 

N/A:dt&ionrearchis rvril~bleonlyforjourn~lp~penore-printr 

7) P. Ginsparg, M. Goulian, M.R. Plesser, J. Zinn-Justin, 
ADDENDUM TO (P,Q) STRING ACTIONS. WJTP-9O/AOl5A (Mar 1990) 
5p. Appendix C omitted from earlier version. 

N/A: citation search la available only for joumd papers or e-printr 

8) P. Ginsparq, M. Goulian, l4.R. Plesser, J. Zinn-Justin, 
(P, Q) STRING ACTIONS. 
Nucl.Phys.B342:539-563.1990. 

Cited Sg_tmin the HEP (fiPIFtES-SLAC) drtabue. 

This output wu created by SWFQRM 


